
Jane Peak - ZL3/SL-001



My promise to myself for 2022 was to spend less time playing SOTA and more doing the boring 
things I’m supposed to be doing!   As such I set myself the goal of focussing on 10 pointers and 
activating either the 001 summit for each ZL3 region or – where that’s beyond me – the highest 
summit within my abilities. 

So I figured I’d start 2022 with an activation of the 2022m Jane Peak ZL3/SL-001 – the lowest 001 
summit in the South Isalnd.

Jane Peak lies in the Eyre Mountains (there’s a literary link in there somewhere).  A great area of 
trampable ridgeines and flat valley foors with an excellent network of huts.  Beech-clad valeysides 
rising to rounded tussock an scree tops and dropping to tussock flats on the valley floors. All that 
lets the Eyres down is a lack of tracks between catchments– meaning most trips are either off-track, 
or there and back up the valleys.
  
==

The normal route to Jane Peak is up the Gorge Burn with route guides giving complicated advice on
dodging the various gorges.  A slightly tougher, but more staright forward route is to cross the 
1632m Smooth Peak and drop into the head of Gorge Burn, sacrificing 300m but avoiding all the 
rortuous gorge-avoidance.   The southern head of the Gorge Burn holds a series of small lakes, and I
set up camp beside the first – having headed in on the Saturday evening.  The lake water was 
swimming-pool warm and very welcome after the 1100m climb from the road in baking heat.



From the head basin a straight-forward scrambled climbs 600m, zigzagging between layers of bluffs
to reach the ridgeline leading to Jane Peak.  The eastern side of the ridge is a sheer drop into the 
head of Eyre Creek and ‘vertiguous’.  

Ridgeline to Jane Peak ZL3/SL-001

A slow, careful scramble along the knife-edge ridge leads to Jane Peak itself – the final 20m being 
the worst. Amazingy, a cairn has been built atop the knife-edge summit – itself no more than 
600mm wide!  



ZL3/SL-001 with SL-003, 004 and many others beyond

I find 20m-or-so of reasonably safe and flat ridgeline and manage to deploy the 40m EFHW.  The 
SOTA activation is straight forward with 11 good contacts on 40m – enough for the summit and the 
park.    

The descent to camp is straight forward on jelly-knees.  



Possible ascents of ZL3/SL-003

I took a good look at ZL3/SL-003 for future reference, but was not in condition to ascend it on this 
trip.  The only viable approach is from the broad saddle to its west (right in the above photo).  The 
1st outlying peak should be achievable, and also looks as if it can be bypassed on high scree slopes 
to its north.  The first crux is the ‘L’ notch between it an the main peak which has no ovious bypass 
so the steep ascet from it to the next peak must be climbed on the ridgeline.  High rubble faces 
above sheep bluffs may be passable (as may the knife-edge ridgeline) as far as the base of the main 
peak.  Contours show the rock stack forming the summit is 40m tall.  The lower section is scree, but
the top appears to be sheer rock.  It may be possible to reach the activation zone without leaving the
scree.  Climbing the last 20m-or-so of bare rock looks very challenging.




